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various Lattice  
QCD models

Motivation

1. quarks & gluons contribute to single nucleon’s mass, spin (this talk) and size   

2. quarks & gluons contribute to nuclear binding energy 

at asymptotic freedom 
regime, pQCD works well…

momentum space
distance space
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Nucleon spin puzzle has remained since 1988…

Measured contributions to the origin of proton spin 

spin of 3 valence  
quarks

spin of gluons 
and sea-quarks

spin of valence  
quarks & sea-quarks

spin of gluons
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Predicted contributions to the origin of proton spin 

uncertainties is big!

orbital motion of quarks & gluons (this talk)

EIC  
prediction

E1039  
prediction

DSSV+ analyses as of today
OAM effects extracted from 

measured E1039 AN is  
model-dependent
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1. intrinsic orbital motion of sea 
quarks on transverse plane 

2. spin-orbital correlations between 
polarized single nucleon’s spin, SN 
and non-polarized sea quarks’, 
defined as Lq = bTq x KLq (non-zero 
bTq implies non-zero Lq and KTq. 
besides, KLq = xBJ*PNZ) orbital 
angular momentum, aka: OAM 

3. transverse motion (Lq and KTq) of 
quarks is flavor-dependent (both 
in valence and sea quarks?) 

4. accessible in Drell-Yan 

y-polarized nucleon moves along Z

OAM of sea quarks & gluons (this talk)

transverse plane

“Transverse” approaches of sea quarks’ orbital motions

transverse plane
XBJ=0.1XBJ=0.1

y

XZ

transverse plane transverse plane

no correlationno correlation

non-zero correlationnon-zero correlation
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unpolarized proton beam 
transversally polarized NH3 target

unpolarized proton beam 
transversally polarized NH3 target

Sivers asymmetry measurements in Drell-Yan 

X
ta

rg

Xbeam

E1039 
Spectrometer 

acceptance
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E1039/SpinQuest (fixed-target experiment) is designed to get AN in order to 
shed light on OAM contribution from sea quarks to the origin of proton’s spin!

non-zero asymmetry measurements imply non-
zero Sivers, leading to non-zero OAM contribution 

of sea quarks to the origin of proton’s spin

Sivers asymmetry measurements in Drell-Yan 
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E1039/SpinQuest Collaboration  

Sivers Asymmetries in Drell-Yan
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polarized NH3

Spectrometer for Sivers asymmetry measurements
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Reconstructed final-states through multi-wire 
proportional/drift chambers (simulation vs. E906 data)

to re-construct di-muon tracks:  
1. final-state selection trigger 
2. final-state detection acceptance 
3. final-state detection efficiencies
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Chamber readout principle
UPenn-CDF ASDQ cards

Taiwan TDCs

Readout test benches in WH14E/NM4@Fermilab

DAQ Set-up Taiwan  
TDCs

Multi-wire Drift  
Chamber (MWDC)

signal response time

convert drift time to drift  
distance in use for hit recognition  
and track reconstruction as well 11



Xtarg <Xtarg>

dilution  
factor

target 
polarization
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Current & Future Exp.
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